Since 1976, the University of Hawai‘i - West O’ahu has served the people of Hawai‘i and remains a dynamic and diverse place of learning and cultural enrichment. Formerly West O’ahu College, the university has evolved from a two-year baccalaureate institution to a four-year comprehensive University with academic programs that emphasize the exploration of interdisciplinary and cross-cultural studies. Founded in the liberal arts, UH West O’ahu is committed to quality teaching and an environment that fosters life-long learning.

The Data set: 76 University level students enrolled in the first three offerings of a wholly online version of the AMS Undergraduate Studies Climate Course, This course (MET 209), that was funded as part of the AMS Climate Studies Diversity Project. Students in the first three cohorts were primarily first generation college attendees and mirror UHWO’s demographics.

Three-Year Success Story:

 AMS Climate Studies for the Diverse Student Popula>on at the University of Hawaii – West Oahu

Fall 2016

I expect my grade for the course to be a/an: 18% said a C, 47% said a B, and 28% said an A 
in reality 35% earned a C, 36% earned a B, and 16% earned an A

Class assignments provided an effective aid for learning the subject matter. 37.8% of respondents agree and 48.9% strongly agree

The instructional materials (e.g., texts, handouts, etc.) were relevant to course objectives. 28.3% of respondents agree and 57.2% strongly agree

The amount of material covered in the course is reasonable. 32.3% of respondents agree and 60.2 % strongly agree

The instructor presented the course materials in a clear and organized way. 35% of respondents agree and 57.5% strongly agree

The instructor taught me methods of analysis for this field of study. 28.3% of respondents agree and 50.3% strongly agree
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